Superior Wash Process

UniFirst’s hygienic laundering process uses scientifically calculated cleaning formulas to ensure your apparel always looks its very best. Every operation runs a plant-wide wash monitoring system governed by exacting wash process standards to meet the varying needs of our customers.

Delivering brighter colors, whiter whites, and a cleaner clean.

- Pre-wash sortation by soil and garment type
- Unique wash processes based on industry, work environment, and soil type
- Computer-controlled wash process accuracy
- Up to seven water exchanges per wash (home laundry is typically two)
- Electronically regulated temperature settings for washers and dryers
- pH balancing for wearer comfort
- Environmentally friendly processes
- Third-party wash process audits and verifications

Nearly 50 custom wash formulas matched to your particular soiling levels and garment types, including industrial and business casual, or more specialized garments, such as flame resistant, high visibility, food processing (HACCP/GFSI), and healthcare.